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 " Music and Medicine " is largely ethnological, and gives
 an account of superstitions with which Inusic is connected
 of various savage or but half-civilized nations. This is
 bllowed by a list of the principal works on the medical
 employment of music, with a more detailed notice of such
 of them as are not easily attainable.

 " Popular Stories with Musical Traditions " is one of the
 most amusing articles in the volume. The stories are
 nearly twenty in number, some of them, such as " The
 Jew in the Thicket," " The Pope's Wife," and " The Two
 Hunchbacks," droll and even grotesque, while others, for
 example, " The Monk of Afflighem " and " The Plague in
 Goldberg," are very beautiful. The following paper on
 " Dramatic Music of Uncivilized Races " is another example
 of Mr. Engel's patient and laborious research. He has
 collected from various books of travels accounts of dramatic
 entertainments, more or less rude of the Australian
 aborigines, the North American Indians, the Polynesian
 Islanders, African Negroes and others, all of which present
 ns with the drama in its most rudimentary form- then
 noticing it in a somewhat more advanced stage, we have
 descriptions of the drama, always combined with music, in
 Java, Siams Cochin China, Burmah, India, China, and
 Japan.

 " A short Survey of the History of Music " consists of a
 cEronological table, extending over 49 pages, of the chief
 events in connection with musical history. This, as we
 learn from the author's introductory remarks, is chiefly
 founded on a similar compilation by the late Charles
 Czerny. It will be found of great value, and though we
 have not had the time to verify every date and name, we
 halre found it reliable so far as we have tested it. This,
 however, is no more than we expected from the general
 quality of hIr. Engel's work. A feature which materially
 adds to the utility of the table is that a parallel co]umn is
 given, in which are recorded the chief contemporaneous
 events of general history, as well as of literature, science
 and art. '

 The last article in the volume is on " The Musical Scales
 in use at the present day." Of these no less than eleven
 are given. Of course no such large number is to be found
 in general in our own modern music * but various forms
 of the scale in use among foreign nations are included.

 We take leave of Mr. Engel's work with our best thanks
 to him for an important and most interesting contribution
 to musical literature.

 Tunes Nezu 7zd Old; compiled by John Dobson, and for
 themost part revised or re-arranged by H. J. Gauntlett
 Mus. Doc.; J. F. Bridge, Mus. Doc., Oxon. * and Samuei
 Reay, Mus. Bac., Oxon. Tenth thousand. Enlarged.

 THIS volume is designed to supply tunes for all the
 metres to be found in the Wesleyan Hymn Book. Not
 being acquainted with that work, we are not in a position
 tD say whether the number and variety of its peculiar
 metres is such as to necessitate the preparation of a new
 tune-book, and whether among the countless number of
 such books already in existence one might not have been
 found which would meet all the requirements of the
 51Vesleyans. That the volume under notice has proved

 suitable for the purpose for which it was compiled is
 sufficiently evident from the fact of the present copy
 bearing on the title page the words " Tenth Thousand."
 The success of the work may therefore be taken for
 granted; and our duty is not to discuss the qllestion of its
 necessity, but to make a few remarks upon its contents.

 Of all religious denominations, the Wesleyans have
 probably been, in time past, the most distinguished for the
 lively character of their sacred rnusic. Many of us are
 old enough to remember the time when such books as
 Rippon's and Walker's selections of psalm-tunes were
 those most in vogue; and even now it is probable that in
 out-of-the-Xvay places many genuine specimens of the old-
 fashioned tunes, with fugues, repeats, divisions, and what
 not, may still hold their ground. Yet no more striking
 proof of the improvement in general musical taste, at least
 as regards psalmody, could be found than that which is
 furnished by the present volume. Here we find the psalm-
 tune, so to speak, sitting clothed and in its right mind.

 " Music and Medicine " is largely ethnological, and gives
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 tune, so to speak, sitting clothed and in its right mind.

 As we turn over the pages of the book, they present a sobet
 appearance that reminds us of " Hymns Ancient and
 Modern."

 The entire w-ork contains 297 psalm-tunes, 54 chants, and
 6 responses and doxologies. These are selected from the
 most various sources; and nve are glad to see that a very con-
 siderable number of old German chorals has been included.
 For the general excellence of the arrangements the names
 of Dr. Gauntlett, Dr. Bridge, and Mr. Reay will be a
 sufficient guarantee. Only in one or two instances do we
 think an improvvment would have been possible. For
 example, the tune " Darmstadt," No. I48, iS the choral
 " Nun danket alle Gott " adapted to a different metre from
 the original. This is, we think, to be regretted, as the
 English version of the original hymn " Let all men praise
 the Lord " is so frequently sung and so generally known.
 Possibly, however the explanation may be that the hymn
 is not in the Wesieyan collection. If so, it ought to be.
 Again, the tune " Dettingen," No. 23z, is a sadly-mangled
 and distorted version of the very beautiful choral " Wie
 schon leuchtet der Morgenstern." Here not only is a
 considerable part of the original omitted altogether, but
 two lines are introduced, one of which is not in the
 German choral at all, and the other is not only put in its
 wrong place, but altered almost beyond recognition. Such
 a mutilation of a fine melody ought not to have been
 allowed, and our surprise is increased by finding in the
 index Dr. Bridge's name given as the arranger. In this
 case, too, it was the more unnecessary, as the particular
 metre to which the tune is adapted (87,87,887) is a very
 common one in German chorals. To name but three, any
 one of which would have suited without alteration-" Es
 ist das Heil uns kommen her," " Aus tiefer Noth schrei' ich
 zu Dir," and " Nun freut euch, lieben Christen, gmein,"
 three of the most beautiful of the German chorals, are al}
 in this metre. The instances we have named are, however
 exceptional; and as a whole we can speak very highly
 both of the selection and arrangement.

 The whole work provides tunes for sixty-six different
 metres, an unusually large proportion-I96 out of 297-
 being for peculiar metres. We do not know whether the
 Wesleyan Hymn Book abounds in such, but othernvise it
 is difficult to see why no less than four tunes each should
 begiven for such unusual metres as 555,II and 559,559.
 This is, however, a matter on which the editor is the best
 judge; we simply mention the point as one which has
 struck us as remarkable in going carefully through the
 book.

 To sum up our opinion of the volume in general terms
 we should say that it is one which is decidedly superior to
 many collections which have come under our notice, and
 which shows that its editor has a just appreciation of the
 requirements of the present day in the matter of church
 music.

 Zion; A Cantata for Baritone Solo, Chorus, 1xd Orches-
 tra. Composed by Niels W. Gade. Op. 49.

 The Crusaders; W4 Cczattata for Solo voicss, Chortgs, crTtct
 Orchestra. Composed by Niels W. Gade. Op. 50.

 IN the notice of the Birmingham Festival in our columns
 last month, both these works (which our readers will
 remember were produced on that occasion) were so ably
 analysed by the writer as to relieve us fronl the necessity
 of any details now. We have nothing to add or to alter of
 what was then said; it will therefore be sufaScient to take
 this opportunity of calling attention to the factthat both
 works are published in Novello's octavo edition, and of
 recommending them to the notice of amateur musical
 Societies, for which, both from their moderate length and
 their comparative freedom from difficulty, they nvill be found
 admirably suited.

 TAte Organist's Quarterly yournal. Edited by William
 Spark, Mus. Doc. Parts 3o-32.

 DR. SPARK has most assuredly had no eas) task before
 him during the eight years which have now elapsed since
 the first number of The Organist's Quarterly 3!ozfrnal
 appeared. To procure even a reasonably good continuous
 supply of original compositions for the organ is certainly
 no light work; and it is no more than might be expected
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 allowed, and our surprise is increased by finding in the
 index Dr. Bridge's name given as the arranger. In this
 case, too, it was the more unnecessary, as the particular
 metre to which the tune is adapted (87,87,887) is a very
 common one in German chorals. To name but three, any
 one of which would have suited without alteration-" Es
 ist das Heil uns kommen her," " Aus tiefer Noth schrei' ich
 zu Dir," and " Nun freut euch, lieben Christen, gmein,"
 three of the most beautiful of the German chorals, are al}
 in this metre. The instances we have named are, however
 exceptional; and as a whole we can speak very highly
 both of the selection and arrangement.

 The whole work provides tunes for sixty-six different
 metres, an unusually large proportion-I96 out of 297-
 being for peculiar metres. We do not know whether the
 Wesleyan Hymn Book abounds in such, but othernvise it
 is difficult to see why no less than four tunes each should
 begiven for such unusual metres as 555,II and 559,559.
 This is, however, a matter on which the editor is the best
 judge; we simply mention the point as one which has
 struck us as remarkable in going carefully through the
 book.

 To sum up our opinion of the volume in general terms
 we should say that it is one which is decidedly superior to
 many collections which have come under our notice, and
 which shows that its editor has a just appreciation of the
 requirements of the present day in the matter of church
 music.

 Zion; A Cantata for Baritone Solo, Chorus, 1xd Orches-
 tra. Composed by Niels W. Gade. Op. 49.

 The Crusaders; W4 Cczattata for Solo voicss, Chortgs, crTtct
 Orchestra. Composed by Niels W. Gade. Op. 50.

 IN the notice of the Birmingham Festival in our columns
 last month, both these works (which our readers will
 remember were produced on that occasion) were so ably
 analysed by the writer as to relieve us fronl the necessity
 of any details now. We have nothing to add or to alter of
 what was then said; it will therefore be sufaScient to take
 this opportunity of calling attention to the factthat both
 works are published in Novello's octavo edition, and of
 recommending them to the notice of amateur musical
 Societies, for which, both from their moderate length and
 their comparative freedom from difficulty, they nvill be found
 admirably suited.

 TAte Organist's Quarterly yournal. Edited by William
 Spark, Mus. Doc. Parts 3o-32.

 DR. SPARK has most assuredly had no eas) task before
 him during the eight years which have now elapsed since
 the first number of The Organist's Quarterly 3!ozfrnal
 appeared. To procure even a reasonably good continuous
 supply of original compositions for the organ is certainly
 no light work; and it is no more than might be expected
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